Thursday 28th April 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Mushroom pate VGD

~~O~~

Beef ragu with gnocchi and pecorino
GDS D

A - Tofu and basil aubergine cannelloni
VVSO

Slow-roasted aubergine with lemon VV

~~O~~

Tiramisu
VDGE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 29th April 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* **VV G S**

Sticky buffalo chicken wings, chive sour cream
**D SD SO**

A - Sticky buffalo cauliflower, chive sour cream
**VG D SO SD**
~~O~~

Pork cordon bleu, cheese sauce
**DG ME**

A - Jackfruit, butterbean and spinach puff pastry pie
**VV G SD**

*Sautéed new potatoes* **VV**

Fine beans **VV**
~~O~~

Lemon mousse

*Vanilla shortbread* **VDE G**
~~O~~

Coffee

**VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide**

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 30th April 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* vv gs

Tortillas, sour cream, guacamole, salsa, cheese

VD

~~O~~

PFC

Peterhouse fried chicken, house slaw d g m e s d

A - Moving mountains burger, vegan cheddar, aioli, smoked ketchup, lettuce v d g m s d s o

Chips vv g

Spiced peas vv

~~O~~

Profiteroles with toffee and chocolate sauce v v d g s o e

~~O~~

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 1st May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls  VVG S

Pea and basil soup  VV SD

~~O~~

Roast lamb, mint sauce  SD

A - Brown lentil, squash and spinach gnocchi, roasted tomato sauce  VVG

Roast potatoes  VV SD

Fine beans and broccoli  VV

Yorkshire pudding  VGD E

~~O~~

Molten chocolate sponge  VGD SOE

Whipped cream  VD

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 2\textsuperscript{nd} May 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VV GS}

Tomato and mozzarella salad \textit{VD}
~~\textit{O}~~

Chicken and sweetcorn pie, gravy \textit{DGE}

A - Smoked cheddar, spring onion and walnut stuffed flat mushrooms \textit{VVN}

\textit{Sautéed cabbage} \textit{VV}

\textit{French fries} \textit{VVG}
~~\textit{O}~~

\textit{Ice cream}

\textit{Hot fudge sauce} \textit{VD SO}
~~\textit{O}~~

\textit{Coffee}

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 3rd May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Italian lentil soup VV
Garlic croutons VVG SO

~~O~~

Sticky BBQ pork belly, coronation slaw E M SD SO

A - Celeriac schnitzel, carrot salad VVC SO G

Roast sweet potatoes VV
Carrots and sweetcorn VV

~~O~~

Chocolate and orange tart VDG SO

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergen
Wednesday 4th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Prawn cocktail PEM SD

A - Salad Nicoise VE SD

Slow-cooked beef and sundried tomato casserole

Parmesan dumplings DG SD

A - Kimchi pancakes

Tofu, and beansprout stir-fry, mint dressing VV SQ SD S

Rice VV

Peas VV

Raspberry mousse VD

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 5th May 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* \(\text{VVG}S\)

**Leek and potato soup**
**Garlic croutons** \(\text{VGD}\)

~~O~~

**Chorizo and bean casserole with baked eggs**
\(\text{E}\)

**A - Vegan margarita**
**Fresh basil, chilli oil, roquette** \(\text{VVG}\)

**Southern fries** \(\text{VVG}\)
**Broccoli** \(\text{VV}\)

~~O~~

**Crème caramel** \(\text{VDE}\)

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 6th May 2022
Formal Hall

No Formal due to the Perne Feast


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 7th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Arepas, black beans, spiced mushrooms, smoked cheddar, guasacaca VD

~~O~~

Beef lasagne, garlic bread GDM

A - Cajun roasted aubergine po’boy, ranch dressing, raw vegetable slaw VVG MSO SD

Sautéed courgettes VV

Triple cooked chips VVG SD

~~O~~

Mississippi mud pie VDG ESO

~~O~~

Coffee

V V - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 8th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Smoked mackerel pate, crisp bread DGF SO

A - Olive pate, crisp bread VVG SO

Thyme and garlic roast loin of pork, crackling, apple sauce, thyme

A - Smokey BBQ, roasted vegetable and chickpea loaf, Cumberland sauce VVS D

Roast potatoes VVS D

Selection of steamed seasonal vegetables VVG

Yorkshire pudding VGDE

Apple pie and custard VGDSO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 9th May 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* vVgS

Hummus, cumin roasted carrot, roasted chickpeas, sesame oil, salad vVs

---O---

Chargrilled lemon and rosemary chicken, maple and chilli relish

A - Three lentil dhal makhani, naan, coconut and cabbage salad vVgsoCD

Sweetcorn with peppers vV

Basmati rice vV

---O---

Lemon meringue pie vDGE

---O---

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Tuesday 10th May 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VVG S
*Minestrone soup* VVG

~~O~~
*Lamb tikka masala, onion bhaji* G

*A - Aubergine schnitzel, lemon and caraway mayo, carrot salad* VVGMSO

*Creamed spinach* VVD
*Coconut rice* VV

~~O~~
*Chocolate fudge gateau* VDGSEO

~~O~~
*Coffee*

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 11th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salmon pate DF

A - Smoked aubergine pate VD

Roasted turkey topped with mozzarella, crispy bacon and BBQ sauce SD D

A - Beetroot and walnut tart tatin
Orange and fennel salad VV NG

Sweet potato fries VV G
Broccoli VV

Vanilla and strawberry whoopie pie VDG E

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 12th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S
Spinach filo pie VDG

Chicken and sweetcorn pie
Parsley sauce GDE

A – Chickpea and olive fritters, shredded carrot salad, green salsa VVS

Garlic cauliflower VV
Sauté potatoes with red onion and oregano VVGSD

Ice-cream sundae VDSOG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Friday 13th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vvg s

Ricotta, spinach and tomato tart v gd
~~o~~

Beef rendang, vegetable samosa g so

A - Moussaka
vv g sd so

Broccoli and carrots vv

Rice vv
~~o~~

Sticky toffee pudding, pouring cream v, g, d, e, sd
~~o~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 14th May 2022
Formal Hall

No Formal due to the Graduate Super Hall


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 15th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Leek and potato soup VSD D

Roast beef, horseradish sauce, gravy SDME

A - Roast squash, lentil and spinach wellington, vegetable gravy VVG

Broccoli and cauliflower VV

Roast potatoes VVS D

Yorkshire pudding VGDE

Rhubarb cake, custard VGDE

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 16th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salad Nicoise VE SD

A - Salad Nicoise VV SD

~~O~~

Chicken and pesto pasta bake GD

A – Lemon roasted halloumi, slow-roasted aubergine, cucumber and mint salad V D

Spiced roasted cauliflower VV

Sauté potatoes VVG SD

~~O~~

Pineapple upside-down cake, custard VDG E

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 17th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS

Roasted tomato soup VV

Seven-hour roast shoulder of Tuscan marinated pork, glazed pears

A - Celeriac schnitzel, pickled red cabbage VVGCSD

Roasted Mediterranean vegetables VV

Creamed potatoes with chives VSD

Custard tart VDGE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Wednesday 18th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS

Salad caprese VD

~~O~~

Chicken escalope topped with marinara sauce, smoked bacon and sage SD

A - Garlic roasted Portobello mushrooms, butter bean cream, roasted pepper dressing VV SD

Croquette potatoes VVG

Fine beans VV

~~O~~

Salted caramel cupcake VDGE

~~O~~

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 19th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Mushroom soup VD

~o~

Roast salmon, parmesan and herb crust, tarragon sauce FDG

A - Roasted pepper, courgette and hummus parcel, cranberry and cream sauce VVG SD

Saute potatoes VVSDG

Roasted aubergines and tomatoes VV

~o~

Almond and orange cake, pouring cream VDG EN

~o~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 20th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Baked feta, crudités VD
~~O~~

Beef lasagne, garlic bread GDM

A - Plant based burger
Cheese, aioli, smokey ketchup, baby gem VVSMG

French fries VVG
Carrots with chives VV
~~O~~

Affogato VDSO
~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 21st May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV GS

Loaded fries
Veggie chilli, cheese, gherkins, BBQ sauce VDGSD

Lamb shawarma, flatbread, yogurt dressing, pickles, tomatoes, chilli sauce GCSD

A - Tofu, aubergine, green bean and baby corn

Thai green curry VV SO

Rice VV

Broccoli with garlic VV ~O~

Hot chocolate fudge gateau VV GSO

whipped cream ~O~


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 22\textsuperscript{nd} May 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} VV G S

\textit{Spiced carrot soup} V SD D

\textit{Roast chicken, stuffing, chicken gravy} G

\textit{A - Almond, pistachio, vegetable and puy lentil cake, cranberry gravy} VV N

\textit{Roast potatoes} VV SD

\textit{Peas, beans, cabbage} VV

\textit{Yorkshire pudding} V G D E

\textit{Apple crumble} VV G

\textit{custard} VD

\textit{Coffee}


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 23rd May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Sweet chilli squash fritters, Sichuan dipping sauce, cabbage and sesame salad VVSOS

Lamb doner, griddled pitta, salad, chilli sauce G

A - Portobello mushroom burger, garlic and tarragon cream cheese, toasted sesame bun, salad VDG S

Roasted aubergines, peppers and courgettes VV
Rosemary sauté potatoes VVGSD

Black Forest gâteau VDGESO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 24\textsuperscript{th} May 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} VVG S

\textit{Flammkuchen} VGD SD

\textit{Sticky hoisin and sherry pork belly, wilted pak choi} GSOSD

A - Chickpea and spinach massaman curry, poppadum VVG

\textit{Sticky rice} VV

\textit{Steamed vegetables} VV

\textit{Baked lemon cheesecake} VDG E

\textit{Coffee}


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 25th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls  VVG S

Caesar salad  VGDEM

Spinach, garlic and cream cheese stuffed chicken  D

A - Roasted garlic and bean koftas, griddled flatbread, mint dressing, pickled chillis

Garlic fried potatoes  VVG SD

Roasted broccoli, chilli  VV

Treacle tart, ice cream  VDG ESO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 26th May 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls**  *VV G S*

**Mushroom pate**  *VG D*

~~O~~

**Beef ragu with gnocchi and pecorino**  *G D SD*

**A - Tofu and basil aubergine cannelloni**  *VV SO*

**Slow-roasted aubergine with lemon**  *VV*

~~O~~

**Tiramisu**  *VD GE*

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 27th May 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls** vv gs

**Sticky buffalo chicken wings, chive sour cream**
*D SD SO

A - **Sticky buffalo cauliflower, chive sour cream**
*VG D SO SD

~~O~~

**Pork cordon bleu, cheese sauce**
*D G M E

A - **Jackfruit, butterbean and spinach puff pastry pie**
*VV G SD

**Sautéed new potatoes** vv

**Fine beans** vv

~~O~~

**Lemon mousse**

**Vanilla shortbread** vd eg

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Saturday 28th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV G S

Tortillas, sour cream, guacamole, salsa, cheese VD

PFC
Peterhouse fried chicken, house slaw DGME SD

A - Moving mountains burger, vegan cheddar, aioli, smoked ketchup, lettuce VV GM SD SO

Chips VG

Spiced peas VV

Profiteroles with toffee and chocolate sauce VDGSO E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 29th May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls $VVG$ $S$

Pea and basil soup $VV$ $SD$

Roast lamb,
mint sauce $SD$

A - Brown lentil, squash and spinach gnocchi,
roasted tomato sauce $VV$ $G$

Roast potatoes $VV$ $SD$

Fine beans and broccoli $VV$

Yorkshire pudding $VGDE$

Molten chocolate sponge

Whipped cream $VD$

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 30th May 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls** *VVG S*

**Tomato and mozzarella salad** *VD
~~O~~*

**Chicken and sweetcorn pie, gravy** *DGESD*

A - Smoked cheddar, spring onion and walnut stuffed flat mushrooms *VVN*

**Sautéed cabbage** *VV*

**French fries** *VVG
~~O~~*

**Ice cream**

**Hot fudge sauce** *VD SO
~~O~~*

**Coffee**

---


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 31st May 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vvg s

Italian lentil soup vv
Garlic croutons vvg so

Sticky BBQ pork belly, coronation slaw em sd so

A - Celeriac schnitzel, carrot salad vvc so g

Roast sweet potatoes vv
Carrots and sweetcorn vv

Chocolate and orange tart vdg so

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 1st June 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls** VVG S

**Prawn cocktail** PEM SD

**A - Salad Nicoise** VESD

~~O~~

Slow-cooked beef and sundried tomato
casserole

**Parmesan dumplings** DGSD

**A - Kimchi pancakes**
Tofu, and beansprout stir-fry, mint dressing

VV SO SD S

**Rice** VV

**Peas** VV

~~O~~

**Raspberry mousse** VD

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 2\textsuperscript{nd} June 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VVGS}

Leek and potato soup
Garlic croutons \textit{VG D}

\textit{Chorizo and bean casserole with baked eggs} \textit{E}

\textit{A - Vegan margarita}
Fresh basil, chilli oil, roquette \textit{VV G}

\textit{Southern fries} \textit{VV G}
Broccoli \textit{VV}

\textit{Crème caramel} \textit{VDE}

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Friday 3rd June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls \textit{VV GS}

Sweetcorn cakes, guacamole, sweet chilli sauce \textit{VV}

\textit{~~O~~}

Turkey katsu, curry sauce, pickles \textit{GE SO SD}

A - Three lentil, caramelised onion and hazelnut sausage roll, beer mustard \textit{VV GMN SD}

Sticky rice \textit{VV}

Spinach \textit{VV}

\textit{~~O~~}

White chocolate éclair \textit{VDG SOE}

\textit{~~O~~}

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Saturday 4\textsuperscript{th} June 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VV G S}

\textbf{Arepas, black beans, spiced mushrooms, smoked cheddar, guasacaca} \textit{VD}~~\textit{O}~~

\textbf{Beef lasagne, garlic bread} \textit{G D M}

\textbf{A - Cajun roasted aubergine po’boy, ranch dressing, raw vegetable slaw} \textit{V V G M S O S D}

\textbf{Sautéed courgettes} \textit{V V}

\textbf{Triple cooked chips} \textit{V V G S D}~~\textit{O}~~

\textbf{Mississippi mud pie} \textit{V D G E S O}~~\textit{O}~~

\textbf{Coffee}

\textbf{VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide}

\textbf{Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens}
Sunday 5th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV G S

Smoked mackerel pate, crisp bread D G F SO

A - Olive pate, crisp bread VV G SO

Thyme and garlic roast loin of pork, crackling, apple sauce, thyme

A - Smokey BBQ, roasted vegetable and chickpea loaf, Cumberland sauce VV SD

Roast potatoes VV SD

Selection of steamed seasonal vegetables VV G

Yorkshire pudding V G D E

~~O~~

Apple pie VV G SO

Custard V D

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 6th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Hummus, cumin roasted carrot, roasted chickpeas, sesame oil, salad VVS

Chargrilled lemon and rosemary chicken, maple and chilli relish

A - Three lentil dhal makhani, naan, coconut and cabbage salad VVG SO CD

Sweetcorn with peppers VV

Basmati rice VV

Lemon meringue pie VDGE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 7th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS

Minestrone soup VVG

~~O~~

Lamb tikka masala, onion bhaji G

A - Aubergine schnitzel, lemon and caraway mayo, carrot salad VVGM SO

Creamed spinach VVD

Coconut rice VV

~~O~~

Chocolate fudge gateau VDGSOE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 8th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS
Salmon pate DF
A - Smoked aubergine pate VD
Roasted turkey topped with mozzarella, crispy bacon and BBQ sauce SD D
A - Beetroot and walnut tart tatin
Orange and fennel salad VV NG
Sweet potato fries VV G
Broccoli VV
Vanilla and strawberry whoopie pie VDG E
Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 9th June 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls*  *VV GS*
*Spinach filo pie*  *VDG*

~~O~~
*Chicken and sweetcorn pie*
*Parsley sauce*  *GDE*

A – *Chickpea and olive fritters, shredded carrot salad, green salsa*  *VV SD*

*Garlic cauliflower*  *VV*
*Sauté potatoes with red onion and oregano*  *VV G SD*

~~O~~
*Ice-cream sundae*  *VD SO GE*

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 10th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Ricotta, spinach and tomato tart VGD

~~O~~

Beef rendang, vegetable samosa GS O

A-Moussaka

VV G SD SO

Broccoli and carrots VV

Rice VV

~~O~~

Sticky toffee pudding, pouring cream VDGSD E

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Saturday 11th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV GS

Smoked baba ganoush
Griddled flatbread, pickled vegetables VV GS

BBQ chicken pizza
BBQ sauce, chargrilled chicken, three cheeses G D

A - Breaded cauli tacos, re-fried beans, salsa, vegetable slaw VV SG SD

Triple cooked chips VV G

Fine beans with olives, tomatoes and basil VV

Warm chocolate brownie VD GE SO

Whipped cream VD

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergen.
Sunday 12th June 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VV G S

*Leek and potato soup* VSD D

~~O~~

*Roast beef, horseradish sauce, gravy* SD ME

*A - Roast squash, lentil and spinach wellington, vegetable gravy* VV G

*Broccoli and cauliflower* VV

*Roast potatoes* VV SD

*Yorkshire pudding* VGDE

~~O~~

*Rhubarb cake, custard* VGDF

~~O~~

*Coffee*

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 13th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vv gs

Salad Nicoise ve sd

A - Salad Nicoise vv sd
~~O~~

Chicken and pesto pasta bake gd

A – Lemon roasted halloumi, slow-roasted aubergine, cucumber and mint salad vd

Spiced roasted cauliflower vv

Sauté potatoes vv gs sd
~~O~~

Pineapple upside-down cake, custard vd ge
~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 14th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Roasted tomato soup VV
~~O~~

Seven-hour roast shoulder of Tuscan marinated pork, glazed pears

A - Celeriac schnitzel, pickled red cabbage VV G C SO SD

Roasted Mediterranean vegetables VV

Creamed potatoes with chives V SD
~~O~~

Custard tart VDGE
~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 15th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salad caprese VD

~~O~~

Chicken escalope topped with marinara sauce, smoked bacon and sage SD

A - Garlic roasted Portobello mushrooms, butter bean cream, roasted pepper dressing VV SD

Croquette potatoes VVG

Fine beans VV

~~O~~

Salted caramel cupcake VDG E

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 16th June 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Mushroom soup VD

~~O~~

Roast salmon, parmesan and herb crust, tarragon sauce FDG

A - Roasted pepper, courgette and hummus parcel, cranberry and cream sauce VVG SD

Saute potatoes VV SD

Roasted aubergines and tomatoes VV

~~O~~

Almond and orange cake, pouring cream VDG EN

~~O~~

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 17th June 2022
Formal Hall

No formal due to the College Concert


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens